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Abstract

The youth explosion or youth bulge is an important political and policy issue in Asia as in other regions of the world, but it is an issue subject to a good deal of misunderstanding and misplaced emphasis. The long view taken in this paper highlights the significant magnitude but temporary character of the youth bulge. The cross-national comparative perspective brings out that Asian societies today are found at all stages of both the demographic and the youth transitions. The argument is made that in policy deliberations the absolute numbers of youth should take second place to the more important element of social change and changing social composition among youth, and that recent Asian history has seen a unique confluence of demographic and social changes. Combining U.N.-estimated national population data for the 1950-1990 period and the U.N.’s population projections through 2025 provides an historical perspective on youth demographic transitions in seventeen Asian countries. These demographic data are linked with reconstructions and projections of similar scope for selected aspects of social transformation among youth over the same span of time. Analysis reveals a combination of demographic youth bulge and concurrent social composition transformations among youth that the authors label the “youth transition.” That this is an historically unique conjunction of demographic and social changes is highlighted by contrasts with European experience during that continent’s own demographic transitions many decades earlier.
INTRODUCTION

Underway across Asia today is an interrelated set of demographic and other compositional changes in national populations of youth, the complete ensemble of which we are calling the "Youth Transition." That the social transformations, personal behavior and demographic profiles of youth are of considerable importance has long been a prominent theme in the social sciences and in very recent years has become cause celebre among policy-makers and international development agencies. Nearly every recent policy commentary relating to youth begins by noting that the current cohort of youth is the largest ever. Not noted, though, is the fact that the global cohort of youth is about to peak according to UN projections, probably never to be as large again. Moreover, the global youth share had already peaked by around 1985. Also not noted is the great diversity that exists among countries and regions. In fact, many countries will experience rising youth numbers for some time to come, while in others youth numbers had already begun to decline two or even more decades ago. Many features of contemporary youth demography are not well understood, and the large-scale studies of youth populations that would cast the necessary light remain uncommon.

One relatively unrecognized but crucially important aspect is the transitional and historically novel character of contemporary demographic changes among youth. In this paper and elsewhere we have utilized the label "youth transition" to describe these changes, stressing the fact that many of them have the character of one-time, irreversible, non-repeatable processes. These will be recognized as essential attributes of the well-known demographic transition conceptual schema that organizes so much demographic knowledge of social change. Elsewhere we have described the primary changes that make up the youth transition as we are defining it, along with certain secondary, derivative changes that seem to be closely associated (Xenos and Kabamalan 1998a, 1998b). This chapter concentrates on the demography of youth transition and draws upon evidence of social transformation only illustratively. To more clearly identify the changes across Asia and their historical uniqueness, contrasts are drawn with the changing demographic composition of youth in some of the European societies during their demographic transitions. We note also that very similar changes are occurring among youth in other developing areas, so that the youth transition may be said to be a global phenomenon among contemporary developing societies.

In this discussion the youth age range is taken to be ages 15 through 24, a widely accepted, general purpose, entirely arbitrary definition of youth which is convenient in terms of data sources, particularly census materials. The evidence we have garnered describes composition rather than process, though the latter can be said to be of more fundamental importance. This is entirely a practical matter. Life course data-- on the timing of life-events and their configurations in young people's lives--are not widely available, whereas a compositional approach is supported by enough international, comparable data to allow description and disaggregation.

The authors acknowledge the able research assistance of He Shi Jen, Mely Silverio and Jin Young Byon. The empirical analysis for Asia is reported more fully in Xenos and Kabamalan (1998b), a report to the Population Council on contract CI97.63A.
The forces of change seem often to converge on youth, reshaping the demographic and social compositional features of youth into a new and essentially universal pattern. The demographic and social core of the youth transition is rising numbers and proportions of youth in national populations, rising percentages of youth remaining single until well into adulthood, and rising proportions of youth enrolled in school. But a more complete outline of the youth transition would incorporate a variety of other important changes which are important but less regular in pattern across societies (e.g.: changing patterns of labor force participation) or systematic but very difficult to measure long-term (e.g.: decline in the age at menses). We cannot directly measure many of the abstract dimensions of change that are of keen interest (e.g.: degree of disaffection from traditional public mores, decline of guidance and protection within families; changing commitment to the labor market), but we have identified some social-demographic categories of considerable interest, for which pronounced historical changes and cross-societal variations are apparent.

In policy and programming circles there is a broad awareness of these changes, though not always of the whole complex of changes taken as a pattern. The whole package of changes during the youth transition is closely associated in historical terms with demographic transition and its component social and economic transformations and more diffusely linked with rapid and transforming economic change. The causal connections among these historical events are complex. Some elements of the youth transition precede demographic transition or comprise one of its early stages. Other elements are part of the modern social transformation.

In the next section we highlight some connections between youth demography and policy. Then we turn to analysis of Asian youth data, incorporating comparisons with historical Europe, another region and time of unique social transformation, whenever that is possible.

1. THE POLICY FOCUS ON YOUTH

In recent years policy attention has rightfully turned to youth and their special problems, and to the programmatic challenge of reaching youth with useful information and effective programs. This focus on youth by governments, international agencies and NGOs reflects the general recognition that a nation's youth can be a considerable resource for national development but also a significant source of problems. Nowhere is this new attention to youth more visible and welcome than in the arena of reproductive health. The 1994 International Conference on Population and Development's Programme of Action (United Nations 1994; Basu 1997) stressed reproductive health and empowerment, especially for excluded groups such as women and youth. That focus was then reinforced by the events surrounding ICPD+5.

Our analysis focuses on the societies of Asia, a region notable for complex age dynamics set in motion by its 20th century demographic transitions. Asia is commonly treated as one region but it is actually several, even many. It is an assortment of nations and societies possessing great diversity of economic development levels, religions and cultures. Its political systems range from democratic to authoritarian. There is considerable policy interest in youth among Asian governments and publics, as is clear when we compare, for example, UNICEF’s early regional overview (UNICEF 1967) with ESCAP’s review at the end of the 1980's (United Nations 1989), and then compare those with ESCAP’s most recent overview (ESCAP (1997). These reflect a
U.N-orchestrated series of initiatives in this area, from the *International Youth Year* (1985), to the *Jakarta Plan of Action on Human Resources Development in the ESCAP Region* (1988), to the *World Programme of Action for Youth to the Year 2000 and Beyond* (1995), to, most recently, the *Beijing Statement on Human Resources Development for Youth in Asia and the Pacific* (1996). However, one is struck by the range of approaches to social policy including youth policy (MacPherson 1992). While all governments see their youth both as problem and as resource, there are marked differences in emphasis, from the hands-off, *laissez faire* approach adopted by the Philippines (Raymundo 1989) and colonial Hong Kong (Central Committee on Youth 1988, 1989), to the attempts at heavy-handed paternalism by Singapore (Quah 1981, 1989; Salaff 1988; Heng and Devan 1992) and Indonesia (Shiraishi 1997).

Though marked by obvious differences in history, social system and economic achievement, Asian societies are subject to common forces as well, which engender a degree of similarity. Perhaps the most influential shared experience of these societies is demographic transition and its many significant corollaries (Bongaarts and Watkins 1996; Freedman 1995; Leete and Alam 1993) from personal changes due to the extension of life, to the transformation of family life due to fertility decline. From demographic transition directly flows age dynamics such as youth bulges and deficits and a host of associated changes among youth, some dimensions and consequences of which are examined here.

### 1. The Political and Social Demography of Youth

A dynamic youth demography in the form of youth “bulges” and “deficits” is a long-standing theme in macro-societal studies of social and political change. Moller (1968) and Weiner (1971) review the literature into the 1960s, while Goldstone (1991) provides a highly regarded recent example at continental scale with his investigation of two century-long waves of state breakdown across Eurasia. He identifies remarkably similar processes in diverse settings—England, France, the Ottoman and Chinese empires— at about the same time and all culminating at mid-17th and 18th centuries. Rapid population growth is identified as an underlying factor in each instance. The Goldstone model is “demographic/institutional” in character. The overall number of youth is not especially important of itself, but becomes so in interaction with prevailing social and economic institutions. In England, for example, inheritance institutions are said to create a large pool of non-inheriting later-born sons who are easily mobilized politically when they cannot be absorbed by urban labor markets. Goldstone argues that breakdown occurs when a state simultaneously experiences three problems: (1) state financial crisis, due to population growth and population pressure; (2) elite divisions due to heightened competition for positions and resources; (3) a high potential for mobilization of popular groups— due to rising grievances and predisposing social patterns. Among the predisposing social patterns is "large numbers of youth in the population,” particularly when they are concentrated in urban settings (Goldstone, 1991:136ff).

Goldstone draws on long time-series of population estimates for England (Wrigley and Schofield 1981) to show that the proportions of relevant types of youth were highest in England during its periods of greatest political agitation (e.g.: the 1630s; c.f. Goldstone, 1991:138ff). The connection to youth numbers in Goldstone’s argument is intriguing, though it is not developed in
much detail and youth demography plays no more than an implicit role in his discussions of France, the Ottoman Empire, and China. Still, he suggests an interesting line of investigation.

Another recent example of macro-societal, comparative analysis is Huntington’s widely debated account of the 20\textsuperscript{th} century resurgence of cultural and religious identity as a political and economic force. He observes that relatively large, dynamic youth cohorts form the vanguard of many of these social movements, notably the 20\textsuperscript{th} century Islamic resurgence (Huntington 1996: pp.109ff, including Figures 5.1-5.3). Huntington joins analysts for the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA 1990; Population and Development Review 1990) in attaching importance to a benchmark 20 percent share of youth (defined as those aged 15-24) as rising to the level of a “youth bulge,” a social force and political fact with which to reckon. In these analyses a youth share below 15 percent constitutes a “youth deficit,” which is said to be equally problematic because it leads to such outcomes as inadequate new entrants to the national labor force. Much of this discussion has only a limited empirical base, however: never more than time series of the youth share of the total population. Others have also focused on the Arab world and its “youth explosion” (see Cordesman (1998) and Maynes (1998)).

Raising different questions and employing somewhat different indicators, Macunovich (2000) follows the work of Easterlin (1980; 1985) in seeking to show that relative cohort size is universally a key mechanism in fertility decline. She argues that relatively large cohort size operates on fertility by holding down male wages in relatively large cohorts and thus reducing the demand for children within a supply-demand framework of fertility decision-making. Macunovich’s Relative Cohort Size (RCS) index is persons ages 15-24 relative to those ages 25-59. Unlike the youth share measure of the youth bulge, the RCS is unaffected by recent fertility decline and the resulting reduced numbers of infants and children to age 15. Macunovich notes that a rise in the RCS follows a decline in infant and child mortality rates, and precedes the onset of fertility decline. Thus, the RCS results from mortality decline and according to Macunovich is a factor in fertility decline, whereas the youth share indicator rises following and as a result of fertility decline. Thus, a rise in the RCS should precede a rise in our youth share measure.

Especially relevant for our analysis is Macunovich’s discussion of how relatively large youth cohorts populate institutions and impinge on their operation. She points especially to labor market crowding, crowding in families, and crowding in education. In each of these institutional sectors, though perhaps most obviously in labor markets, crowding may operate in a segmented fashion, affecting certain social categories with greater force than others. This relates to a later section of this paper in which we explore the changing social composition of youth over time and differences between countries.

Along the same lines, Bloom and Freeman (1986) employ a "generational crowding" framework and Wriggins (1988) a framework in which youth numbers influence politics through effects on the distribution of scarcities, and through the maldistribution of loads or demands relative to the capabilities to meet those demands. Wallimann and Zito (1984) consider cohort size and youthful protest but go beyond the sheer numbers to focus on those “...who are neither entrenched in the family structure nor integrated into the labor market” (p.69), and on the rise of “quasi-autonomous” peer groups.
These theoretical and practical issues at global scale are complemented by a few studies of Asian settings in which the changing demography of youth has figured prominently. The number or growth in numbers of youth, or the youth share of the total population, has at times been described as a major or contributing factor in political disturbances (on Indonesia see Keyfitz [1973, 1986]; on India see Butler [1990]; on South Korea see Fuller and Pitts [1990]; on Sri Lanka see Fuller [1995]). While the simplest of these analyses consider only absolute numbers, or relative numbers, or the rate of change in numbers, a few have recognized the importance of social composition or social demography within the youth population. Keyfitz discusses Indonesia’s post-war wave of youth in terms of educational planning, urban migration and job creation (Keyfitz 1973, 1986). In her examination of India, Visaria (1986) devotes attention to aspects of social composition including school enrollment and marital status. Xenos (1990a, 1990b) considers the social demography of Asian youth in a comparative, descriptive framework, as does Jones (1997a, 1997b).

Much of the analysis just cited is focused on one society or looks at a relatively confined period of time. Important differences among societies and significant long-run changes are not emphasized. Comparison is further inhibited by variations in the definition of youth. And, too much importance is attached to the total number of youth and not enough to youth social composition. In this paper we draw upon and summarize our research covering 17 Asian societies, every country (except Vietnam and North Korea) with a population of 2.5 million or greater. For each, we assembled comparable data for persons aged 15 through 24 covering the span of four decades from 1950 through 1990. We disaggregated Asian youth cohorts on the basis of available statistical series to produce an effective level of detail while retaining significant time and geographic-comparative dimensions.

We aim to examine rather than ignore the demographic dynamics that underlie cross-sectional, descriptive youth demography. In particular, we explore the transitory versus permanent characteristics of youth demography, thus avoiding some of the misleading conclusions that derive from a static, cross-sectional view (e.g.: Braungart and Braungart 1989, 1990). We note important differences between the historical European and other pre-transition settings considered by Goldstone and the societies of 20th century Asia in the midst of demographic transition examined here.

2. “Momentum,” and Youth-Focused Population Policies

The future of population growth is largely a matter of future rates of childbearing, combined with present day population composition, future mortality being a relatively predictable and minor source of uncertainty. Present and future fertility is often divided for program and policy purposes into wanted and unwanted components, the latter being the immediate target of family planning programs worldwide. The relevance of present-day population composition lies in the future population growth that is built in when that age structure reflects a past history of relatively high fertility. That future growth potential has been called "population momentum" (Keyfitz 1971). It has been shown that with both wanted and unwanted fertility roughly at today's levels, population momentum accounts for much of the anticipated future growth of population (Bongaarts 1994). Across much of Asia, where fertility is now well below the peak levels of the past, population momentum takes on additional significance. Thus, a recent exercise
for the Philippines suggests that about two-thirds of the population growth from 1995 through 2020 will be due to momentum, with wanted and unwanted components of fertility accounting for the remaining third (Herrin and Costello 1996).

In concrete terms, momentum stems from a population having relatively large numbers of young persons, poised to mature into their childbearing years and boost childbearing and population growth substantially. This phenomenon can be called the "youth bulge," though we recognize that what has happened is partly an excess of youth due to improved survivorship, and partly a deficit of infants and children due to recent fertility decline. In terms of every-day observation there certainly is a youth bulge, which can amount to an almost one-third expansion of the age group’s share of total population. If these relatively large cohorts survive through the years of childbearing and produce at roughly the current levels of childbearing in terms of both wanted and unwanted children they will have produced about one-third more births than a cohort of conventional relative size.

Based on these observations, certain policy proposals have been put forward. One core notion seems to be that for given wanted and unwanted fertility levels, or for assumed fertility limited to the wanted level, delayed first births and an older mean age at childbearing would reduce growth due to momentum. It is important to distinguish timing and volume aspects of fertility. The proposed delays would reduce the growth rate of population (and the momentum effect) even without reducing the fertility volume for a cohort. Child spacing will reduce the volume as well, due to life cycle timetable pressures and intervening opportunities. These linkages are examined in Ruzika (1979) following the analytic framework given by Trussell, Menken and Coale (1979).

From this kind of analysis it is recommended that the bulge cohorts that are coming along be encouraged to reduce or delay their childbearing. It is suggested that this can be achieved by steps to encourage (A) marrying later, (B) increasing the age at first birth; and (C) extending interbirth intervals. The benefits of these changes are not limited to reductions of family size, delayed childbearing, and thus reductions in the rate of population growth. They will also ceteris paribus improve maternal and child health, another worthy aim of policy. Extending interbirth intervals (approach C) has long been a goal of family planning programs designed to reach married couples. Later marriage (approach A) seems to be occurring spontaneously almost everywhere and is a core element of the general youth transition as defined here. There has been some policy consideration of induced marriage delay, and governments regularly raise their legal ages for marriage, but none of this seems particularly necessary as population policy. Legal changes have been important in only a few societies (on China see Hare-Mustin 1982), though every society has particular social sub-groups which such legislation would surely benefit. The second policy goal, to increase the age at first birth, generally has been viewed as an automatic consequence of marriage delay, but it is recognized now that in a wide range of settings the reality is more complex than this because of pre-marital sexual exposure and more complex forms of union. On Africa, see Cherlin and Riley (1986), Gage-Brandon and Meekers (1993), and Meekers (1993). On Latin America see Morris (1988) and Singh and Wulf (1990). On Asia see Rindfuss and Morgan (1983) and Xenos (1990a, 1990b, 1997, Xenos et. al. 2000).

3. **Youth and the Demography of Risk**
The proximate stimulus for the recent focus on youth takes the form of some striking statistics. As judged by a wide range of measures there are rising levels of risk-behaviors of many kinds, from substance abuse to premarital and generally unprotected sexual activity (Senderowitz 1995; McCauley and Salter 1995). Youth populations increasingly are linked to well known precursors of risk behavior such as disturbed family backgrounds, living away from parents or unsupervised urbanward migration. In the area of reproductive health and sexuality the evidence has been especially alarming, particularly when evidence of risky sexual behavior is combined with significant prevalences of HIV and other sexually transmitted diseases (Cleland and Ferry 1995; Cleland and Way 1994; Dyson 1990).

There is a general belief that young people today are confronted with an unprecedented range of behavioral choices, many of them involving considerable risk, at the same time that youth are receiving less parental guidance and community support and are taking on greater responsibilities such as for earning income. Thus, substance abuse is easier today than in the past, and in some ways is even encouraged by media-driven youth culture. The same surely can be said of sexual activity. In short, youth are at heightened risk because social and economic institutions are guiding and supporting them less, while demanding more. Moreover, the pace of youth-threatening change seems to have accelerated in the last decade or two.

Thus the intense interest recently in understanding how to reach youth with messages and programs, particularly in developing countries where young people and especially unmarried youth have not been a priority audience in the past. The literature on the problems of youth relating to reproductive health and reproductive risk, and on the interventions that can be most effective in reaching youth, is expanding rapidly (National Academy of Sciences 1997; McCauley and Salter 1995; World Health Organization 1993; Center for Communications Programs 1995). Central to strategic thinking in this area is the notion of reproductive risk and the fact that the total youth population can be disaggregated into risk categories (Lightfoot 1997; Bell and Bell 1993; Koontz and Conly 1994). In media and marketing-oriented thinking about reaching youth the term of choice is "segmentation." Segmentation can seek to distinguish fairly subtle lifestyle differences (Slater and Flora 1991), including such matters as connections to peer networks that provide most reproductive health information and can be influenced through peer education efforts (Flanagan and Mahler 1996; Fee and Youssef 1993), or links with health care professionals (Senderowitz 1997), or links with media messages (Flora, Maibach and Holtgrave 1995; Nare, Katz and Tolley 1996).

But the information base for much of the required market segmentation is scanty. Age categories go some way toward identifying critical developmental differences (Austin 1995). Marital status certainly distinguishes quite different risk categories among youth. School enrollment marks a group of youth readily at hand for many kinds of information program (Birdthistle and Vince-Whitman 1997; Education Development Center 1996). Working youth are another segment which can be reached by carefully designed programs. Youth who are out of school (Sikes 1996), or not in the labor force, or not connected to either school or work institutions, represent segments which will be especially difficult to reach. Our analysis provides a detailed comparative description of the changing numbers comprising some of these key social categories of youth.
2. THE DEMOGRAPHY OF YOUTH TRANSITION

This section focuses on the demographic core of the youth transition. Once we have established the important demographic features of the youth transition we can turn to some closely linked social dimensions. In the following sections relevant demographic changes across Asia from 1950 through 1990 are reviewed briefly, along with projections of these indicators through 2025. Basic data are presented in Xenos and Kabamalan (1998b:Appendix A, Table A.1, first two panels), for each of the 17 countries, each sub-region, Asia as a whole (17 countries, including China) and Asia excluding China. Demographic indicators derived from these basic results are given there in Appendix A, Tables A.2 (population growth rates for age-sex specific groups) and A.4 (sex ratios for age-specific groups). An appendix summarizes the methodology.

Considering first all of Asia, we can describe an historical sequence occurring over the last half of the 20th century and the first quarter of the next. Asian youth numbered 239 million in 1950 but had expanded by 2.4 times to 572 million by 1990, a span of 40 years. That underlying annual rate of growth (2.18 percent) was in line with the underlying annual growth of total population (2.03 percent) over the same period. Between 1990 and 2025, according to the projections, the Asian populations considered here will grow by 39 percent to 3,897 million, but the youth population will grow by only 25 percent to 610 million over the same period. Youth’s share of total population was 18.9 percent in 1950 and 20.5 percent in 1990, but will decline to 14.9 percent by 2025. The peak youth population in absolute terms will be reached between 2010 and 2020 and decline thereafter. The growth rate of the youth population had diminished somewhat earlier, and with it youth’s share of total population. Since China is often shown separately in our analysis, it is worth noting the same results for Asia excluding China. There were 138 million youth in 1950 but this increased by 2.12 percent annually to reach 322 million by 1990. The projection has the youth population of Asia excluding China at 423 million by 2025 reflecting a much reduced youth population growth rate. The youth share of total population averaged close to 19 percent from 1950 through 1990 but would decline to 16 percent by 2025.

But this regional overview conceals the link at the national level between demographic changes among youth and society-wide fertility and mortality declines. The features we wish to highlight are best seen by focusing on one society. The most important changes and their sequence through time are displayed in Figure 1 for the Republic of Korea. The same diagrams for the other countries are given in Appendix E of the source cited. Korea is highlighted here because it illustrates so clearly the historical sequence of youth demography driven by the demographic transition and particularly by the timing of fertility decline. Korea’s high birth rate of the 1950s began a dramatic transition downward starting early in the 1960s. We have used as onset dates for sustained fertility decline the estimates suggested by Bongaarts and Watkins (1996), whose criterion was a 10 percent decline in the Total Fertility Rates given in United Nations (1994). The death rate had plummeted earlier following the classic contours of demographic transition. According to United Nations estimates (United Nations 1995:788) the Total Fertility Rate (TFR) was 6.07 in 1955 when the Net Reproduction Rate (NRR) was 2.28, but the NRR had dropped below the replacement level by 1990, less than thirty years after fertility reduction had begun.
The demographic youth transition among Korean youth followed in lock-step with its overall demographic transition. The growth rate of the youth population rose dramatically as the large pre-transition birth cohorts reached the youth ages under conditions of low mortality. By the time the youth growth rate had peaked by 1975 at 5.5 percent, the youth share of the total Korean population had risen, from its level of around 17 percent in the 1950s and 1960s to its peak at 23 percent in 1980. During the 1970s the youth population expanded rapidly, and it continued to expand though less rapidly during the 1980s. By 1990 the youth population had peaked in absolute terms and began a long decline. The projection for the year 2025 suggests a youth share of only 12.4 percent, a youth population growth rate of -0.6 percent, and a youth population only 75 percent of the number at its peak in 1990.

The sequence of events just described for Korea and outlined in Figure 1 has been or will be experienced with some variation by every society going through the demographic transition, since it is the necessary outcome of the underlying formal demography linking changes in population size and age composition with trends in fertility and mortality (migration for the moment is left out of the picture). The timing of these events for the other countries reflects the timing of their national fertility transitions. A summary of the key dates for each country is shown in Table 1, where the countries are ordered by the dates by which their fertility declines had begun. Fertility decline began in the early-1960s for the vanguard countries: Singapore, Hong Kong, Korea, and Sri Lanka. Japan had of course experienced rapid fertility decline long before, in the 1920s (Kobayashi and Tsoubouchi 1979). The vanguard countries were followed over the next two decades, in chronological order, by the Philippines, Brunei, Taiwan, Malaysia, Thailand, China, Indonesia, India, Myanmar, Bangladesh, Nepal and Pakistan.

The peak youth growth rate follows the onset of fertility decline by a decade or so, and the peak youth share then follows by about 20 years. But, there are important variations in the shape of these transitions, and in how distinctly the youth transition shows up in the data. For example, history has provided Japan with a complex demographic transition including a two-phased fertility decline, and its demographic transition is distorted accordingly (Table 1). Hong Kong’s youth demography (especially its peak youth share in 1950) reflects its historical periods of very substantial in-migration, a large part of which was comprised of youth. The shifts are greatest, most distinct, and the core demographic features of the youth transition most noticeable when:

- Fertility levels were initially high
- Mortality levels had already declined significantly, so there was rapid population growth
- Fertility decline was abrupt and rapid and the decline was to a much lower level
- Other factors were not sufficient to disturb the pattern

Some societies are making the transition with little evidence, while for others the demographic youth transition is distinct, noticeable, perhaps even a little traumatic in its impact. Among the demographic features of the youth transition which might stand out are the following:

- A high peak youth share, relative to pre- and post-peak levels, followed by a sharp decline
• A sharp relative increase in the youth population growth rate, followed by a sharp relative decrease in this rate

Figures 2 and 3 display our 17 Asian countries with respect to the timing of fertility decline and several features of the ensuing youth transitions. This set of Figures prompts several observations:

• The peak youth share is experienced about 20 years after the onset of fertility decline; that is, after the numbers of infants and children have been reduced, but before the youth population has been similarly affected (Figure 2)
• For early-decline countries the 1970s were a time of high youth proportions, which peaked in the 1980s (Figure 2)
• For countries with fertility declines beginning in the 1970s and thereafter, peak youth shares have not yet been experienced but are projected for the 1990s or the first decade of the next century (Figure 2)
• Somewhat later the national youth populations reach their peak absolute numbers and begin to decline (Figure 3). The time lag from onset of fertility decline to onset of decline in youth numbers varies widely (compare Figures 2 and 3). Generally, countries with relatively early fertility transitions have shorter durations from the onset of fertility transition to reaching the peak number of youth. Conversely, countries with relatively late fertility transitions generally take longer to reach their peak numbers of youth.

The more detailed report demonstrates a clear association between the magnitude of the youth share at its peak and the peak growth rate of the youth population; across 17 countries the Pearson correlation coefficient is 0.63. We also illustrate cross-national variation in how precipitously the youth share declines from its peak level, and in the time elapsed between the peak youth share and the peak youth number.

National variations are apparent in Table 2, where countries are arrayed along a dimension involving the details of their fertility transitions and of their demographic youth transitions. While the dates involved certainly cannot be precise, they do convey an essential relationship between fertility transition and demographic youth transition. One group of countries, comprised most evidently of Taiwan, Korea, Hong Kong and Singapore, experienced early and rapid fertility declines driven by rapid economic development as well as successful programs of fertility control. This prompted sharply defined, brief, but numerically important demographic youth transitions. In these countries the whole sequence from the onset of fertility decline to the beginning of absolute decline in the youth population took no more than 21 years. China's fertility decline commenced a few years later but it also had a very rapid demographic youth transition. Certain other countries--notably Indonesia and Thailand--have experienced rapid fertility transitions more recently, accomplishing this at somewhat lower levels of economic advance. These countries are also witnessing very distinct and fairly rapid demographic youth transitions, but they have fewer economic resources for social programs, and less rapid rates of absorption of youth into their national economies. A third group of countries are in South Asia--Sri Lanka, Bangladesh, India, Nepal and Pakistan. They are characterized by late-starting and relatively slow fertility declines taking place at relatively low levels of economic advance. The
demographic youth transitions in these countries are much slower and less distinct. Their youth shares are not rising to very high levels, and their youth growth rates are not as high as well. Myanmar and Malaysia are experiencing even slower demographic youth transitions, and Brunei and the Philippines are in the midst of very slow demographic youth transitions.

Countries with relatively slow, less abrupt transitions, nevertheless produce large proportional expansions of their youth populations. From a policy standpoint, there is a very clear practical tradeoff in these results. Especially rapid fertility decline is associated with especially quick and well-demarcated demographic youth transitions. Peak youth numbers and then declines in youth numbers are reached quickly. However, during a rapid demographic youth transition process the youth share and the rate of growth of youth numbers reach relatively high levels. The first situation might be viewed as positive from a social problem standpoint (though not from certain other perspectives—for example, for managing labor markets). The second situation avoids extremes of youth growth and youth shares, but nevertheless allows considerable growth in the youth population before the whole transition process has been completed. The largest numbers in column 3 of Table 2 represent a considerable magnitude of population momentum.

These Asian patterns take on an additional interest when we compare them with the youth age dynamics associated with the European demographic transitions of the 19th and early-20th centuries. We can make this comparison for a number of European countries using census-based age composition data provided in Mitchell’s (1982) compilation of historical statistics, together with the estimated timing of European fertility transitions from Coale and Watkins (1986). Of the 26 countries examined there, 15 have series spanning the era of fertility decline onset and no major data discontinuities to obscure patterns. In Figures 4 and 5 we present two youth transition indicators for an average of 15 European countries, analogous to the indicators we have presented for Asia. These indicators are the peak youth share, and the growth of the youth population in absolute terms. These are taken to be the peak levels found in the decades immediately preceding or following the onset of fertility decline. In Figures 4 and 5 all time references have been re-expressed relative to the estimated date of onset of fertility decline, which permits concise comparisons across the two regions (for which regional averages are shown). In Figure 4 we see that the youth share follows a higher trajectory in Asia than Europe with a very evident peak about twenty years after the onset of fertility decline. South Korea is also shown as an example which we will follow throughout this chapter. There the peak is even more apparent.

Figure 5 highlights the much greater growth impact of the youth transition among Asian societies than across Europe. The overall slope for the Asian data is steeper, reflecting the much higher pre- and mid-transition growth rates there than in Europe. The impact of demographic transition on the growth of youth numbers is dramatic relative to Europe. In the twenty years after the onset dates, youth numbers had grown or will grow by 100 percent across Asia, versus about 20 percent across Europe. And, at the fifty-year mark the European youth populations had peaked while the Asian youth populations were still growing. The Asian trend line rises across the whole range of dates shown, but in fact the (projected) pattern shows decline before long—sooner for some countries than others. South Korea illustrates the shape of things when transition occurs early and quickly. South Korea experienced nearly a doubling of its youth population over the 30
years after fertility began to decline in the early-1960s, but has seen a substantial decline in youth numbers since around 1990.

The scatterplot in Figure 6 shows the peak youth share and the peak youth growth rate for each Asian and European country. These are related positively within Asia and across the whole set of countries, but they are not positively related within Europe, and the European levels on each indicator are systematically lower. Only Ireland among the European countries has a peak youth share approaching the Asian experience. Ireland also reminds us that other demographic processes are also at work. Its peak youth growth rate is negative due to out-migration on a large scale. This means that Ireland’s out-migration was heavy among youth as well as other age groups, but perhaps somewhat greater at somewhat older ages.

The whole demographic transition episode produces considerable population growth overall, though certainly much more among Asian than among European countries given the much higher initial fertility levels involved. Youth populations share in this temporary burst of growth, but as Figure 7 shows there is a wide range of experience. Japan’s experience was similar to much of Europe. Several Asian countries have had or are projected to have very large relative increases in youth numbers, and the Asian levels are notably higher on average than the European levels.

These then are the broad contours of the demography of the Asian youth transition. This youth bulge sequence must be seen in the context of the overall transformation of age composition in the course of demographic transition. There are two other, related shifts of age composition which are better known: the decline in proportions in infancy and childhood, and the rise in proportions in old age. Both of these, the diminished stock of children, and the rise of old age, are permanent features of post-transitional society, long-term structural changes, while the youth bulge is a temporary phenomenon. Temporary as it is, though, the youth bulge is difficult to ignore in the short run. This is all the more the case when the changes in numbers of youth are complemented by changes in social composition. Particular sub-groups of youth can expand very rapidly indeed, as we will now see.

3. MODERN YOUTH-FOCUSED SOCIAL TRANSFORMATIONS

It is beyond our topic to review twentieth century Asian social change comprehensively. However, many of the most dramatic changes are closely associated with two of the three social time series which are available from statistical sources. Together they provide a framework within which to consider many other changes. The youth transition as defined here comprises certain core changes in the social topography of youth. The demographic core of the youth transition was just described. The social change aspects of the youth transition prominently include a shift toward later marriage and rising school enrollments. These are both core social transitions, universal, common experiences of one-time, non-repeatable, irreversible transformation among youth across the region.

1. The Shift to Later Marriage
A considerable body of survey data has been examined for Asian countries showing an historic twentieth century shift toward later marriage (D. Smith 1980; McCarthy 1982; United Nations 1983; Singh and Samara 1996; Westoff, Blanc and Nyblade 1994). But demographic surveys generally focus on women while ignoring men and can describe only the last two or three decades. Census marital status distributions provide another set of indicators possessing considerable geographic and temporal reach (Smith 1980; United Nations 1988, 1990; Xenos and Gultiano 1992, 2002; Jones 1997). The full complement of Asian census materials has been examined, expanding and updating the compilation first presented by Xenos and Gultiano (1992).

The well-documented trend toward later marriage has occurred primarily because percentages single (never married) within the youth age range have risen dramatically as illustrated for females ages 15-19 in Figure 8. It is worth emphasizing two aspects of this pattern drawing on the national trends shown in detail elsewhere (Xenos and Gultiano 1992; Xenos and Gultiano 2002). First, the pattern is very widespread; it is, in fact, a uniform and universal trend at the national level right across Asia. Second, it has occurred for both sexes, though somewhat more markedly for females than males, leading to some convergence of male and female percents single, mean ages at marriage, and the like. Third, even at relatively low levels of GNP per capita, many Asian countries had achieved near-universal marriage delay to beyond age 19. A practical implication of this is that rising percents single have occurred relatively early in the development process and therefore are a significant feature of the youth transition, well before as well as during the period of youth bulge.

These nuptiality changes in every instance supplement the demographic youth transition in adding to the numbers of single youth from year to year throughout the youth transition, until the last stage of the transition when the youth population is declining and the proportions of youth who are single can rise no further. In South Korea, for example, the female youth population expanded by 2.3 times between 1950 and 1990, from 1.87 million to 4.24 million. At the same time the percentages single among young women rose dramatically, from 73 to 99 percent among those aged 15-19, and from 16 to 81 percent among those aged 20-24. The result was that the population of young single women in South Korea rose by 4.4 times over the 1950-1990 period, from 871 thousand to 3.83 million, at decadal growth rates that at times reached 4-5 percent per year (Figure 9). Not shown but also important is the convergence of female and male nuptiality patterns in South Korea which transformed the relative numbers of single males and single females (Xenos and Kabamalan 1998a and b). In 1950 there were about three single young men for each two single young women. By 1990 that sex ratio was virtually in balance. Similar observations apply to each of the other countries. The data for India in Figure 9 illustrate a similar though less abrupt pattern.

Across all the Asian countries, single population growth rates are sometimes extremely high, both relative to total youth growth rates and in absolute terms (exceeding five or even six percent per year). This is most uniformly so in South Asia (though not in Sri Lanka where marriage delay has occurred through the 20th century), but also in Singapore in the 1950s and 1960s and in Brunei in the 1960s and 1970s. For some countries the very rapid growth of single youth is confined to one or two decades, while for other societies moderately rapid expansion of the group was experienced over an extended period of time. A few societies (e.g.: the Philippines
and Sri Lanka) never experienced extremely rapid growth of the single population because their shifts to later marriage occurred slowly over an extended period.

The essential point is that growth in the number of young singles due to the youth bulge and the growth in the single population due to delayed marriage are reinforcing in their effects. It is important to appreciate the numerical importance of this combination of trends from a programmatic standpoint. For example, between 1950 and 1990 the absolute number of single female youth rose across Asia (excluding China) from 22 million to 82 million. Somewhat more than half of this change was due to the rise in percents single, without which there would have been 31 million fewer single female youth. Arithmetic of the same kind applies for each country and at more local levels where goal-setting and resource allocation routinely take place.

On this very rapid growth of single populations, a comparison with European societies during their demographic transitions is again helpful as background. Delayed marriage was not a prominent feature of European demographic transitions (Watkins 1986). In fact, marriage was generally earlier for many European countries at the end of the transition than it had been before (Watkins 1986: Table 8.1). Thus, to the much slower European growth rate of youth overall we can add an even slower rate of growth of single youth. We can illustrate this for only one European country, England and Wales, which between 1850 and 1920 saw no important change in female marriage timing. Figure 10 contrasts the evidence for England and Wales with data for South Korea. Clearly the underlying rate of growth of the youth population is the crucial difference, yet the difference in rates of growth of single populations is even greater. Over thirty years the number of single youth in England and Wales grew by 20 percent, while over the analogous segment of the demographic transition in South Korea the single youth population grew by 112 percent.

2. The Rise in School Enrollment

The global, long-term extension of school enrollment from childhood into the adolescent years has affected the youth population of Asia, placing rising proportions in school and diminishing the proportions out of school (Meyer and Hannan 1979; Meyer, Ramirez and Soysal 1992; Benavot et al 1991; Benavot and Riddle 1988). It is possible to assemble quantitative evidence of this transformation, but not without considerable difficulty. We have compiled or estimated enrollment ratios and percents enrolled for the youth age groups and by sex for the period from 1950 onward through 1990 in 17 Asian countries. Census or survey percents enrolled have been used where ever possible, but it has also been necessary to estimate these percentages from the more widely available enrollment ratios (for the procedures utilized see Xenos and Kabamalan 1998a, 1998b).

The upward trend of school enrollment shares some features with the trend in percents single. It has been occurring in all the countries, and has been most noticeable among females, resulting in a degree of convergence between male and female percents enrolled. Just as with nuptiality trends, social norms seem to be dictating, at least thus far in the transformation, that male levels be higher. These points can be seen in the national trends in percents enrolled, illustrated here for six countries in Figure 11. The upward movement is greatest in East Asia and least in South Asia, greater for females than males (particularly in Southeast Asia), and of course most notable.
at ages 15-19 as shown. Though enrollment at ages 20-24 stays low, there is a notable upward trend in East Asia.

The growth rates of enrolled versus total youth populations are presented graphically in Figure 12, again for South Korea and India as illustrations. The full array of data shows that rapid growth of the enrolled youth population, well in excess of the growth of the total youth population, was experienced across East Asia until recently, and that enrolled youth growth rates reached very high levels in much of Southeast Asia over the last two decades or so. Recent policy and long-term trends are both clearly reflected. For example, there is a sharp contrast between the rates for the Philippines, where educational expansion began early, and the rates for Thailand where educational opportunity did not open up to large numbers of youth until the 1960s, or with Myanmar where that opening up has yet to occur. Within South Asia there are important national contrasts. Bangladesh and Nepal had very rapid rates of growth of their enrolled youth populations, while India and Sri Lanka had rates at much lower levels.

Certain observations can be made which parallel those concerning nuptiality. First, the swelling numbers in school supplement the rapidly rising numbers of youth. Staying with the South Korea example, and considering both sexes combined, the number of youth rose, between 1950 and 1990, from 3.8 million to 8.8 million, an increase of 132 percent. Over the same period the number of youth enrolled in school rose by 600 percent, from 0.6 million to 4.2 million. While that surely placed heavy demands on the educational system, the same changes held down the number of out-of-school youth, which rose only 44 percent from 3.2 million to 4.6 million. This often-problematic segment of the youth population was kept numerically in check because of enrollment trends and despite of Korea’s very abrupt demographic youth transition. We can also note that growth in numbers unmarried and out of school (a target group for many programs) is much more similar (52 versus 22 percent; see Figure 10 above) because in South Korea very rapid growth in the young single population is countered by rapid expansion by the number of youth in school.

As one of the vanguard countries with respect to fertility decline, South Korea, has already begun to illustrate the dramatic demographic, and compositional changes that result from completing the youth transition. Shortly after 1990 South Korea’s youth population began to shrink in size and will, according to the projections, decline from 8.8 million in 1990 to only 6.5 million in 2025. Moreover, despite projected increases in enrollment rates (slight, since Korea’s enrollment rates were already quite high by 1990), South Korea’s in-school youth population is projected to decline from 4.2 million in 1990 to 3.8 million in 2025. The out-of-school youth population will decline even more rapidly, from 4.6 million to only 2.7 million.

4. SUMMING UP

Much of the epic of social change across Asia has focused on youth, giving rise to a myriad of problems, and there is intense current interest in ameliorating youth policies, especially in the relatively unexplored areas of risk-taking and reproductive health. Policymaking directed to youth issues requires the fullest understanding of the changes that are occurring to youth, including some dramatic changes in numbers and composition. These changes are seen best from a comparative perspective over an historically meaningful period of time.
There is an important element in common across all these youth bulge episodes. In neither late-20th century Asia or any of the earlier situations examined by Goldstone, Huntington and others is sheer "engulfment by numbers" (Coleman 1974) or the burgeoning absolute count of youth the crucial factor at work. In 17th century England it was young, urban men, especially the later-born men of farm family background who found themselves disenfranchised by the prevailing system of land inheritance. Similar arguments are made for France in the run-up to 1789.

But our interest here is not just in youth as a political force, but also as a diverse audience for programmatic efforts. We stressed at the outset the importance of disaggregating or segmenting that audience so that efforts can be tailored carefully and targeted accurately. Sheer numbers are not the entire story. In the modern-day Asian societies that we have examined demographic transition is producing a notable youth bulge only in those few instances where demographic transition has been extremely rapid and fertility has fallen from a high initial level. The early and very rapid transitions of South Korea, Singapore and Taiwan illustrate this. More important numerically, and much more nearly universal are the systematic and often dramatic shifts in social composition—the youth transition—that has occurred simultaneously.

The remarkable transitions in schooling and marriage that combine with youth demography are more waves than bulges, waves that build on one another to create a crest of remarkable force. At its peak the youth growth rate in South Korea was 5.5 percent. From 1960 to 1980 Korea’s youth population expanded by 86 percent, but during the same period of time its single population doubled and its in-school population expanded by 3.5 times.

We have stressed commonalities across the experiences of Asian societies. But unique national experiences are very important as well. The timing, tempo, and force of the transitions varies across countries, and extraneous historical events sometimes obscure the underlying transitional patterns (notably in Japan and Hong Kong). But the shared experience is powerful enough to give the framework some predictive value. Our projections of youth bulges and other aspects of demographic youth transition for South Asia are likely to be born out since they follow directly from demographic transition itself as well as the on-going marriage and educational transitions.
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Table 1. Important Dates in the Demography of Youth Transition: Countries of Asia

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Onset of fertility decline</th>
<th>Peak growth rate among youth</th>
<th>Peak youth share of total population</th>
<th>Peak number of youth population</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>1925</td>
<td>1964</td>
<td>1950</td>
<td>1967</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hong Kong</td>
<td>1960</td>
<td>1970</td>
<td>1950</td>
<td>1980</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taiwan</td>
<td>1965</td>
<td>1960</td>
<td>1980</td>
<td>1980</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India</td>
<td>1973</td>
<td>1977</td>
<td>1984</td>
<td>2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pakistan</td>
<td>1990</td>
<td>2005</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>2033</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NOTE: Onset dates for sustained fertility decline as suggested by Bongaarts and Watkins (1996), whose criterion was a 10 percent decline in the Total Fertility Rates given in United Nation (1994). Their estimates have been supplemented by estimates for Japan, Taiwan, Brunei and Pakistan. Japan’s date was taken as 1925, following Kobayashi and Tsoubouchi (1979). Taiwan’s was taken as 1965 based on data presented in Chang, Freedman and Sun (1981). Brunei’s was taken as 1965 based on data in United Nations (1994). Pakistan’s was taken as 1990 based on Total Fertility Rates used in the World Bank projections (Bos et al 1994).
### Table 2: Patterns of Fertility Transition and Demographic Youth Transition

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Duration of Fertility Transitiona</th>
<th>Duration of Demographic Youth Transitionb</th>
<th>Total Growth of Youth Population During the Demographic Youth Transition (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Taiwan</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>54.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Korea (South)</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>83.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hong Kong</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>219.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Singapore</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>111.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>97.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indonesia</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>103.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thailand</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>108.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sri Lanka</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>90.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bangladesh</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>77.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>106.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nepal</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>126.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pakistan</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>100.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malaysia</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>193.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myanmar</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>117.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brunei</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>442.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philippines</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>258.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*a Number of years from NRR=1.0.

*b Number of years from onset of fertility decline to decline in number of youth
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Figure 10: Percent Growth in Segments of the Youth Population – England and Wales 1891-1921 and South Korea 1960-1990
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